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Abstract: Data quality and fitness for purpose can be assessed by data quality measures.
Existing ontologies of data quality dimensions reflect, among others, which aspects of data
quality are assessed and the mechanisms that lead to poor data quality. An understanding
of which source of information is used to judge about data quality and fitness for purpose
is, however, lacking. This article introduces an ontology of data quality measures by their
grounding, that is, the source of information to which the data is compared to in order
to assess their quality. The ontology is exemplified with several examples of volunteered
geographic information (VGI), while also applying to other geographical data and data
in general. An evaluation of the ontology in the context of data quality measures for
OpenStreetMap (OSM) data, a well-known example of VGI, provides insights about which
types of quality measures for OSM data have and which have not yet been considered in
literature.
Keywords: data quality, fitness for purpose, data quality measure, grounding, ontology,
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1 Introduction
The complexity of our environment cannot be completely represented in a dataset, and
representations are often limited to certain aspects. Accordingly, data is often created with
having a purpose in mind: What is the desired scope of the data? Which aspects are of
importance? How fine-grained does the representation need to be? Which data retrieval
methods are available? and so forth. Not only data quality but also the fitness for a purpose
is thus examined: Are we able to successfully use data for a certain purpose? The issues
of data quality and fitness for purpose apply not only to datasets but also to information
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that is shared visually or orally. Information being of poor quality or information not being
fit for a certain purpose may have far-reaching consequences, as in the case of flight CRX
3597, which crashed on a hill near Zürich airport on the 24th of November 2001, due to
incomplete information about the weather and about the hill among other things [60]. This
demonstrates the relevance and the importance of data quality and fitness for purpose.
The issue of data quality receives increasing attention, both in science and in industry.
One reason might be the availability of large and increasingly heterogeneous datasets.
Among the examples of such heterogenous data is volunteered geographic information
(VGI) that is created by the voluntary effort of groups of people who collaborate, for example,
in OpenStreetMap (OSM), and ambient geographic information (AGI) resulting from people
sharing information without the intention to contribute geographical information to a larger
dataset or data collection, for example, Twitter and Flickr. People contributing to VGI
and AGI usually have very different aims and different abilities, which is in contrast to
conventional datasets that are often created by a few experts who follow strict rules and
guidelines. The heterogeneity of the contributors is reflected in the heterogeneity of the data.
Rather, the quality of such heterogeneous datasets can accordingly not be assessed in its
entirety by the interpretation of the data with a fixed ontology and a subsequent comparison
to reference data. A better understanding of the processes that generate the data is required
to assess data quality, which provides insights into how the data can be interpreted—there
may not even exist one fixed ontology for the entire dataset but the interpretation may
happen on an ad hoc basis. The internal characteristics of a heterogeneous dataset seem thus
to be important with respect to data quality. Among these characteristics are the process
that generated the data, the history of the data, the methods to retrieve the data, the sources
from which the data is aggregated, and the different purposes for which the data has been
collected.
Numerous measures of data quality have been introduced and discussed in the literature.
Such measures are methods to determine, for a given dataset, the quality of the dataset.
One obvious choice is to compare, for example, a map to the actual environment or to a
reference dataset that is assumed to be of high quality. On the other side, also the internal
characteristics of a dataset can be used to assess its quality, for example, the growth of a street
network over time [5]. As a distinction between “approaches for intrinsic assessment [. . . ]
that do not use external reference data” [42] and intrinsic measures that can be evaluated
“without the usage of any reference data” [5] the concepts of intrinsic and extrinsic measures
have been introduced. While the authors are not aware of any formal definition of intrinsic
and extrinsic measures in literature, the distinction between both seems to be manifest: if a
dataset shall be assessed for its quality by a certain measure, this measure is called intrinsic
if it does not require any additional data besides the dataset, otherwise it is called extrinsic.
This definition only makes sense if the measure is to be characterized in combination with
the dataset, because the same measure may be able to operate on different datasets as well
as on one dataset only. The completeness of buildings in a city in OSM data might, for
example, be assessed by comparing the specific city in OSM data to other cities in cadastres,
or by comparing it to other cities within OSM data in order to gain an understanding of
the structure of cities and thus of the number and distribution of buildings to be expected.
Exactly the same methodology and the same measure might be used in both cases, because
the structure of cities in general can be studied from cadastres as well as from OSM data.
In the case of other cities within OSM data, the measure would be intrinsic while being
extrinsic in the second case. This demonstrates that there is a need to characterize data
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quality measures themselves in more detail, despite the usefulness of the distinction between
intrinsic and extrinsic measures.
One widely used classification scheme is provided by the International Organization for
Standardization [39]. Measures are classified by this scheme according to several aspects of
data quality such as positional accuracy or completeness. This classification refers to what is
measured. In contrast, the classification into extrinsic and intrinsic measures refers to which
data is used by the measure—data from the same dataset or other data. In this article, we
extend this question to where the information comes from that allows us to draw conclusions
about data quality. Imagine the following thought experiment: A dataset claims that a tree T
is located inside a building B. It cannot be concluded by the statement “T is inside B” itself
whether this very statement is correct and agrees with reality. In fact, trees are usually not
located in buildings, and buildings do not usually accommodate trees. Counterexamples
exist though, for instance, trees in entrance halls of major insurance companies. Additional
information about how far this statement correctly describes the real environment (i.e.,
about the external quality of the above statement) can only be concluded on the basis of
our perception of the environment or on the basis of further information that itself refers
to the environment. Thus, the where question from above refers to the source from which
additional information is gained in order to be used by the measure. Sources for such
additional information can be our perception of the environment, heuristic principles, other
data from the same dataset, etc.
This article discusses to which sources of information data can be compared when
assessing the quality of the data. By classifying quality measures according to these sources,
the article provides a systematic view on the assessment of data quality and fitness for
purpose. After a short discussion of existing ontologies and taxonomies related to quality
measures and data quality, as well as of other related work (Section 2), the notion of
grounding is introduced in the context of data quality (Section 3). It is argued that data
quality can be measured by comparing different groundings. We accordingly introduce a
grounding-based ontology of quality measures (Section 4). While the ontology applies to
all kinds of data, we investigate the ontology for geographical information. Two examples
of VGI are provided (Section 5). Finally, the ontology is evaluated in the context of quality
measures for OSM data (Section 6).
2 Related work
The uncertainty of data is among the topics that frequently reoccur in many contexts of
GIScience [7, 29, 30]. A major part of research about the uncertainty of geospatial data
concerns the understanding of data quality and fitness for purpose [62]. These concepts
have been addressed by comparison to ground truth, which is, among others, discussed in
ISO 19157 [39], as well as by understanding the use of data [12, 24, 26]—two perspectives of
the same problem [17]. It is of high importance to ensure the quality and fitness for purpose
of geographical information in order to minimize errors and strengthen the reliability of
data usage, regardless of their nature and of how they are collected [59]. Limiting factors of
uncertainty are, however, an inherent property of geographical information and knowledge,
and these limitations cannot be evaded [14].
Several ontologies and taxonomies have been introduced in order to formally represent
aspects of data quality and fitness purpose. We discuss the most important ones in the
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remainder of this section, with the aim to relate them to the grounding-based ontology
proposed in this article. Frank [25] has proposed an ontology about which commitments,
made during the collection and aggregation of information, cause imperfect knowledge.
These commitments refer, for example, to the limitations caused by partial knowledge, to
observation errors, to simplification and classification, as well as to the context. While the
ontology describes the process that leads to imperfect knowledge, and hence also the reason
for why knowledge is imperfect, it does not capture how data quality can be assessed.
In contrast to Frank’s ontology, several data quality dimensions have been discussed in
literature—aspects of data that indicate good or poor quality. Possibly the first thorough
discussion of data quality dimensions that separates information from the real world it
represents was published by Wand and Wang [64]. They discuss completeness, unambiguity,
meaningfulness and correctness as intrinsic data quality dimensions. In addition, they sum-
marize data quality dimensions that have been discussed in literature, including accuracy,
reliability, timeliness, and many others. The International Organization for Standardiza-
tion has listed “data quality elements” for geographical information, which correspond to
previously published data quality dimensions [39]. Most of these data quality elements
refer to a comparison to ground truth, such as positional and thematic accuracy, but also
other dimensions are listed, for example, the usability. Data quality dimensions often serve
as categories that guide the discussion of data quality. They can be used to characterize
the quality of data, and they can be used to characterize data quality measures by the
dimensions they measure. Quality dimensions cannot, however, be used to characterize
quality measures by how they measure and which information they rely on. This is what this
article aims at.
Data quality can be improved or ensured even without being explicitly measured. In
the case of VGI datasets, three categories of mechanisms to ensure data quality have been
proposed [31]. The category of crowd-sourcing approaches consists of approaches to let
individuals of a community validate data and correct errors. Observations of animal or plant
species can, for example, be strengthened when other volunteers make similar observations
in a nearby area [41]. Such crowd-sourced approaches can be distinguished from social
approaches. As the result of a social process, trusted individuals, who have made themselves
a good reputation with their contributions to VGI or have prior expert knowledge, maintain
and control the quality of other volunteers’ contributions [43]. The comparison of VGI data,
which has been produced by volunteers, to data that has been created by selected experts
with local knowledge about the mapped area can be seen as a typical example [18]. Finally,
as a geographic approach, VGI can be compared to existing geographical knowledge, among
them scientific laws and existing datasets. The total length of road features compared to the
road length in reference data has, for example, been used for measuring the completeness of
OpenStreetMap (OSM) [33], and a statistical measure for identifying spatial patterns in the
occurrence of flood-related tweets associated with proximity to and severity of flood events
has been introduced [16]. Data mining approaches have been independently proposed as
another category [58]. The use of machine learning has, for example, been demonstrated to
detect and improve inappropriate classification of OSM features [1]. Many more examples
for each of these categories exist. While this classification is able to categorize mechanisms
for ensuring data quality, it does not provide answers to which information data quality
measures can rely on.
Bordogna et al. [8] have categorized methods to ensure data quality into ex ante and
ex post approaches. Methods categorized as ex ante ensure data quality before the data is
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created or even collected. Typical approaches incorporate the education of contributors,
for example, to measure positions with better accuracy or to recognize certain types of
objects on aerial imageries [44], and the stimulation of discussions in the community that
lead to a more consistent conceptualization. These methods differ from ex post approaches,
which improve data quality after the data has been collected. As an example, VGI data is
often maintained by experienced users that have a good reputation [43]. The categorization
into ex ante and ex post approaches complements Goodchild’s categorization of quality
ensuring methods. The distinction explains when the approach is used, and accordingly,
which information is already available. However, it does not explain to which source of
information the approach refers, and how the approach is grounded.
An overview over different ontologies about data quality in the case of VGI has been
provided by Fonte et al. [22]. As we have discussed, existing ontologies point out which
aspects of data quality exist, how data quality measures can be categorized by these aspects,
which commitments lead to imperfection of knowledge, and how data quality can be
ensured. To our knowledge however, there exists no literature providing a structural view
on which information is used by quality measures in order to assess the quality. This is
despite the fact that a measure can be characterized by the used information and the way
it relates to the physical environment. A measure that explicitly builds on a comparison
to our perception of the environment is relatively independent of a purpose. In contrast, a
measure referring to the data that is to be assessed, or even to the data after being processed,
depends, at least in parts, on the purpose for which the data has been created. In addition
to this dimension of incorporating the purpose, measures can be characterized by whether
they use data or whether they use rules derived by the data. In the next section, we discuss
more thoroughly why the question of which information is used by a measure is of high
importance for the understanding of how quality measures work. This understanding will
finally render possible the introduction of a meaningful and original ontology of data quality
measures by which information is used.
3 Grounding quality measures
Data quality measures describe how well we are able to relate the data to the environment.
Is the data logically consistent and usable? That is, are we able to interpret the data? Is the
data complete, the contained locations and the thematic information of high accuracy, and
the temporal information of high quality, etc.? Quality measures provide answers to these
questions by either relating the internal properties of the data to other data or to the physical
environment (e.g., in the case of spatial and thematic accuracy) or by relating to the data
itself (as in the case of consistency.) In the first case, the data needs to be related in some way
to the environment by understanding how the data refers to physical objects, their features,
and processes of the environment. Logical consistency can in the second case be assessed
without any need to relate the data to the environment, but it refers to how far we are able to
make sense of the data by relating it to the environment—data that is logically inconsistent
cannot easily be related to the environment in a meaningful way. In particular in the first
case, quality measures relate the data to the environment, which raises the question of how
measures achieve such relations. This section discusses the process of establishing such a
relation in more detail.
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Physical objects and processes incorporating physical objects can be “experienced” by the
interaction with them and by the perception of the results of such interactions by our human
senses. We refer, in the scope of the article, to these objects and processes as our environment,
because we are physically embedded in the environment and are able to closely interact. This
definition of an environment shall not imply any ontological commitment: the environment
exists of everything that is not the direct product of our cognition, which is in contrast
to information because it is created by our cognition. Two types of interactions with the
environment can be distinguished: actions in the environment, which affect the environment
by modifying it, and the perception of the environment, by observing objects and processes
while gaining an understanding of potential activities within the environment [47, 53, 54].
Besides human perception by the use of our senses, perception can also incorporate technical
sensors and machines—for example, sensors and machines transform the environment
temperature or the location of the sensor into electrical current, which then can be observed
and interpreted by humans. The term perception thus refers, at least in the scope of this
article, to various kinds of processes that create data out of the environment. Although
there exists no clear distinction between actions and perceptions in general, both can be
prototypically illustrated by the following example. When we are in a town we see roads,
street signs, etc. We perceive the environment and hence an understanding of the street
network emerges. The gained understanding can at least in parts be formally represented as
a graph, as is done in OSM. This graph can be used to perform actions in the environment,
for example, to navigate from location A to location B when reading a map or using a
routing service. This navigation takes place in the physical environment, and we find
ourselves being relocated to location B. This is a change of the environment that we are, as
physical objects, a part of. Our understanding of us being able to perform a certain action in
the environment is often referred to as an affordance of the environment [27, 56], that is, a
potential activity, because it is the environment which affords the action.
Data refers to the environment when being interpreted. Formal data, like meteorological
data stored in a spreadsheet, datasets used to produce maps, or spatial information written
down by hand, consist of formal symbols, which are arranged in different ways. These
symbols have no meaning unless they get interpreted: we give a meaning to these symbols
by explaining how they refer to entities and features of the environment. An element in OSM
data with the tag "highway"="residential" is, for example, commonly interpreted
as representing a residential street, which is a physical object of the environment. This
interpretation refers to our perception of the environment and its affordances: we know
what a street looks like according to our concept of a street, and that we are able to walk
or drive on the street. This process of relating data to the environment by perception and
affordances [27] has been termed grounding [35]. The process of grounding data is not a
formal process and hence cannot be captured by our ratio in its entirety. Instead, a grounding
always incorporates perception of the environment and its affordances.
There usually exists more than one possibility to interpret symbols, which is why misun-
derstandings arise: Which measurement uncertainty does the value “286K” expose? What
is the exact definition of the category of a street? Should a certain direction be referred
to as “left” or “left ahead”? On the other side, interpretations are not random, and some
interpretations are to be favored. There is no interpretation of meteorological data as being a
representation of a street network that would suggest itself, even if both can be represented
as tables or text. Rather, we are able to identify meteorological data as incorporating temper-
ature or humidity just by the way symbols internally relate inside the dataset; we are able to
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identify numbers, judge their meaning from their range; and we may be able to guess that
twelve values being separated by commas is a list with one value per month. The problem
of finding such favored interpretations by the internal characteristics of the data has been
termed symbol grounding problem [35]. It has been discussed for geographical information by
Scheider [56].
Data quality is rendered by the imperfection of groundings. After the creation of data in
a process of perceiving the environment, incorporating previous knowledge, and formally
representing the information, the resulting data is grounded by this very process of data
creation: we know how the data refers to the environment because of our knowledge about
their creation process. The imperfection of this process, including the symbol grounding
problem, results in the data being incomplete, being subject to uncertainty, and suffering
from other issues related to data quality. This lack of data quality cannot, however, be
uncovered by grounding the data anew using the same or a very similar perception or
previous knowledge, because this would not add any new facts to the assessment—the new
grounding would suffer from the same imperfection. Reading the same thermometer several
times in exactly the same way will, for example, only result in a duplicate value, but another
thermometer would be needed to understand how well the resulting temperature value
describes the temperature of the environment. The value “286K” might be grounded by our
knowledge that a certain thermometer has been used, but it might stay unclear under which
conditions the measurement was performed, for example, with or without any windshield.
Accordingly, the symbol grounding problem becomes relevant: we might ground the value
in different ways, either by ignoring or considering the decrease in temperature due to
increased conduction. Only additional perception and additional knowledge are able
to uncover the lack of data quality, because different groundings, which are subject to
potentially different aspects of imperfection, are compared.
The question of which information is used in a measure, and how this information
is grounded, is related to the question of how the measure is grounded itself. As has
been discussed earlier, a quality measure compares the grounding of the original data to
another grounding, that is, to the grounding of the measure in the context of the dataset.
Accordingly, there exists a duality between the sources of errors in the data, due to a
potentially defective grounding, and the quality of the grounding of data quality measures.
As a result, the grounding-based ontology of data quality measures that we introduce in
this article is complementary to Frank’s ontology of data quality [25], because they examine
opposing phenomena. The grounding-based ontology examines the grounding of data
quality measures, and Frank’s ontology of data quality examines the sources of errors when
creating data.
The result of the assessment of data quality depends on the compared groundings: the
way the data is grounded and the additional grounding by the quality measure. How can
data quality be assessed if the assessment is relative to the additionally chosen grounding,
albeit data quality itself should be independent of the groundings used during the assess-
ment? If a dataset is assessed several times for its quality, the results of the assessments
should ideally coincide, but as assessments are always relative to the chosen groundings,
the results of the assessments can differ. For example, the completeness of the OSM road
network can be assessed by a comparison to its lineage (does the length of the road network
converge?), by a comparison to similar areas (do other residential areas expose a similar structure
of houses and roads?), and by a comparison to (heuristic) principles that are grounded in the
environment by our perception (is the road network connected?) [48] These different ways of
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measuring the completeness of the road network may lead to different judgements about
data quality. Even worse, one may question how meaningful such an assessment is: the
result of the assessment may depend more on the choice of the compared groundings than
on the quality of the data itself. We refer to this phenomenon as the problem of imperfect data
quality assessment.
The problem of imperfect data quality assessment can be tackled in two ways, either by
using groundings that are of good quality with only little imperfection or by using a variety
of groundings. In the former case, one may, for example, choose a grounding in a reference
dataset whose quality is known to be better than the one of the dataset to be assessed. Data
provided by an authoritative source serves in many cases as such a reference. Data that
has been less processed and modified and is thus closer to our perception (“raw data”)
may also be assumed to have a better grounding, because it is closer to the environment.
As an example, we might assess the OSM road network by walking around in town and
visually perceiving the environment while comparing it to the road network in the data.
In the latter case of more than one grounding, it can be hoped that the consideration of a
variety of groundings compensates for the imperfection, as statistics does for a set of values
that are subject to uncertainty. When the OSM road network is, for example, assessed in
respect to its lineage, by comparison to similar areas, by comparison to several (heuristic)
principles, and by comparison to several reference datasets, one might easily leave out one
of the measures if its result differs considerably from the result of all other principles [48].
The reason behind the measure differing from the other measures might, for example, be a
heuristic principle that does not hold under certain circumstances, or a reference dataset
of poor quality. The characteristics of measures using heuristic principles differs from the
characteristics of measures that use reference data. An understanding of which grounding
is used by a measure might reveal these characteristics. In the following section, we discuss
an ontology that can be used to classify quality measures according to their groundings.
4 An ontology of quality measures
The assessment of data quality always incorporates the comparison of two or more different
groundings of the data and is thus relative to the chosen groundings, as has been argued in
the previous section. Hence, it is important to understand which different possibilities exist
for grounding data. This understanding renders a more detailed comprehension of data
quality assessment and of how to interpret the results of the assessment. In the following, we
will systematically explore these different groundings by providing an ontology of quality
measures. This ontology classifies measures by the alternative grounding that the data is
compared to, and it discusses how these different classes relate.
Data creation and data use define a perception-action cycle [54], starting with the perception
of and ending with actions in the environment (Figure 1). Data can thus be grounded in two
“directions”: either by relating to entities that already are grounded in previous perception,
for example, to other datasets or to knowledge; or by relating the data to entities that can be
grounded by actions in the environment and the perception of the actions’ effects on the
environment, for example, to processed data. Both directions differ in the way they relate
the data to these entities: the first type of a grounding points into the opposite direction of
the creation operation (left-facing in Figure 1) while the second type points into the same
direction (right-facing).
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Figure 1: Groundings of quality measures of data (middle row, thick frame). Solid arrows
represent the creation of new data from previous data, and grey arrows represent the
perception of and the action in the environment. The possibilities to ground quality measures
of the data by relating the data to another entity are depicted by dotted arrows. The second
row from the top represents data from the same dataset as data, which may differ in terms of
represented aspects, scale, region, the point in time, etc. The last row represents another
dataset. The depicted classes of the ontology are described in Table 1.
Table 1: Grounding-based ontology of quality measures.
1 perception-based grounding extrinsic perception
2 data-based grounding
intrinsic data from same dataset
extrinsic other dataset
3 grounding in processed data
intrinsic processed data from same dataset
extrinsic other processed data
4 grounding in rules/patterns/knowledge
intrinsic rules/. . . gained from data
extrinsic rules/. . . gained from perception
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Consider the example of OSM data. By perceiving the environment, we build a dataset
about streets, houses, and many other objects. This data can, for example, be processed to
gain route instructions, which can, in turn, be used for navigation in the environment. When
the quality of OSM data is to be assessed, it can be compared to authoritative data, which also
is the result of a perception of the environment and thus grounded in this perception. The
comparison itself, and thus also the assessment, is grounded in this perception as well. The
fitness of the data for a certain use can alternatively be assessed by referring to how useful
route instructions derived from the data are. That is, how do route instructions derived
from OSM data compare to route instructions derived from other data? Both instructions
can be compared by determining whether one perceives success after having followed the
instructions in the environment. The result of this comparison is influenced by the data and
the other dataset, as well as by the algorithms used to derive the route instructions from the
datasets. If we can conclude that the influence of the datasets dominates, for example, in the
case of using the same algorithm for both datasets, the fitness of the dataset can be assessed.
The route instructions themselves can be interpreted as being a dataset as well, because they
are the result of having processed the original data.
The groundings of data quality measures are like the grounding of the data itself. Each
quality measure compares two different groundings: the original grounding of the data and
another alternative grounding. This alternative grounding can uncover data quality issues
of the original grounding, and it renders the meaning of the resulting information about
the data quality. In fact, the alternative grounding of the data grounds not only the data
itself but also their comparison to the original grounding, because it explains the results
of the comparison. A data quality measure is thus grounded as well by the alternative
grounding. In consequence, an ontology of alternative groundings of data is an ontology of
corresponding quality measures, too (Table 1).
Based on Figure 1, the entities in which to ground data, and hence the data quality
measures that are grounded in these entities as well, can be assigned the following classes:
Perception-based grounding. Data is created by the perception of the environment, for
example, by sensory perceptions, or by different kinds of technical sensors. The quality
of the data can be assessed by relating their internal properties to another perception.
Data-based grounding. Data quality can be assessed by a comparison to other data—either
data from the same dataset, possibly of another region or another point in time,
differing in scale, or containing different thematic information; or to a dataset that has
been created independently. A typical example of the latter is authoritative data. The
choice of suitable data to compare with is important. If an aspect of data is compared
to itself, the comparison becomes meaningless because both compared aspects, which
are de facto identical, share the same grounding, and if two very different datasets are
compared, it may be hard to relate them in some way.
Grounding in processed data. Instead of the data itself, also specific aspects of processed
data can be assessed. Route instructions derived from OSM data can, for example, be
compared to route instructions derived from other datasets. If the processed data can
be assumed to “continuously” depend on the data, the assessment of the processed
data is able to reveal information about the data itself.
Grounding in rules, patterns, or knowledge. Rules, patterns, and knowledge can be
gained by analyzing data or our perception. Such derived knowledge is often less
prone to error, and quality measures can thus be grounded in the derived knowledge.
Statistical information is a typical example.
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These classes come, apart from the perception-based grounding, in two guises: intrinsic
and extrinsic groundings. The grounding used to assess the data is called intrinsic if it
incorporates only data that has been created by the same or a very similar perception and
extrinsic groundings refer to the opposite. A perception-based grounding is, accordingly,
always extrinsic. While the two guises, intrinsic and extrinsic, refer to groundings, they
are similar to the concepts of intrinsic/internal and extrinsic/external measures that can be
found in literature (e.g., in ISO 19157 about geographical information [39].) As an example, a
purely intrinsic grounding refers only to data that was created with a very similar perception,
which is, in particular, the case if the measure does not refer to any external dataset and is
thus internal according to ISO 19157.
The above classification does not consider any grounding of the data in processed data
from another dataset—this would be identical to grounding the data in processed data that
itself is compared to processed data of another dataset—nor does it consider any comparison
of the data to rules, patterns, or knowledge derived from the processed data—this possibility
does not seem to be used very often. Apart from these two exceptions, each choice of a
grounding can be uniquely described by one of the preceding classes in combination with
the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic groundings (Table 1).
The proposed ontology does include a taxonomy but also clarifies how the classes relate
(Figure 1). An action in the environment starts, for example, according to the ontology, with
the perception of the environment, which then leads to data. Such data can be processed
in order to finally afford an action in the environment as, for example, route instructions
do. Different possibilities of which grounding to refer to in a data quality measure exist.
These groundings expose different characteristics, depending on whether they refer to
perception, to data, or to processed data. A grounding in rules, patterns, or knowledge also
differ considerably from other groundings, because they generalize per definition. These
interrelations are depicted in Figure 1.
5 Examples
A grounding-based ontology has been introduced in the preceding section. This ontology
applies to data quality measures in general, and it also applies to geographical information
and VGI in particular. We provide two examples of quality assessment of VGI with the
aim to practically exemplify the ontology. The examples have been chosen such that they
illustrate very common ways of measuring the quality of the data, among them intrinsic
and extrinsic measures referring to perception, data, and rules.
5.1 Observation of organisms by volunteers
Citizen science projects around the world collect field observations of organisms from vol-
unteers. In the project ArtenFinder Rheinland-Pfalz1, observations of organisms are collected
in a dataset with the aim of supporting environmental planning and policy making by
government agencies. It is evident that data quality is a vital issue here, because it can have
consequences on construction projects, in particular related to species conservation issues.
Experts are validating new observations by assessing how plausible a single observation
1http://artenfinder.rlp.de
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Figure 2: Histogram of the number of observations of the butterfly species Aglais urticae
during the year in Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. The two peaks of observations are the result
of hibernating butterflies from the preceding year, which appear in early spring, followed
by two new generations from May to November.
is in the context of the existing observations. This process is supported by a tool, which
visualizes patterns in the existing validated data [41].
The plausibility check relies on an extrinsic grounding in expert knowledge as well
as in the existing, already grounded data. Many species have a variable probability of
observation during the year. The corresponding histogram of recorded observations over
time (Figure 2) clearly exposes this effect and affords to identify possible seasonal outliers.
The interpretation of the histogram (i.e., of existing data) is only meaningful because the
recorded observations used to create the histogram are of good quality and have been
grounded—we know how observations are made in the environment. The quality assess-
ment of a new observation based on the comparison to this histogram is thus intrinsic
and data-based because it primarily relies on similar observations that have already been
stored in the dataset. The quality of the assessment is further improved by combining this
grounding with expert knowledge, which is a form of extrinsic grounding in rules, patterns, or
knowledge (Table 2). While this assessment focuses on temporal aspects, spatial aspects, such
as recorded observations of a species in the vicinity of a new observation, can be used in the
quality assessment to identify possible ecological outliers.
Table 2: Quality measures in the example of Section 5.1
Measure Intrinsic/extrinsic Classification by ontology
expert knowledge extrinsic grounding in rules/patterns/knowledge
histogram with the knowledge of
patterns in the existing data
intrinsic data-based grounding
5.2 VGI for supporting crisis management
Crisis management is challenging, and a reaction to a crisis is often needed within hours
or days. Information is a major issue for the successful management of a crisis, for exam-
ple, during natural disasters such as floods, landslides, earthquakes, and tsunamis. Data
provided by an authoritative source often serves well for this purpose, but it is increasingly
complemented by other data, including OSM data. Like other VGI, OSM relies on the
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Figure 3: Map depicting the awareness of flood risk in Quilicura, Santiago, Chile. The
awareness of the risk in the entire district (heat map) correlates to the awareness of the risk
at the interviewed peoples’ place of residence (point features).
contribution of volunteers who map data either on the site (local mappers) or by using aerial
imagery or information from other sources (remote mappers).
Data quality and the fitness of data are important for crisis management because nec-
essary help and even the life of people may depend on the usefulness of the available
information. Mapping a region only with remotely available data sources, for example,
aerial imagery, without any need to visit the area of interest, is often advantageous due to the
broader availability of mappers, but the lack of local knowledge can lead to misinterpreta-
tions or cause mappers to be unable to recognize features of unfamiliar appearance. Remote
mappers may, for example, have difficulties with grounding top views of roundhouses or
other specific building types unique to a region, if the mapper has no experience with these
building types. In contrast, local mappers have common knowledge about these buildings
and may map them differently. The quality of remotely created data can thus be assessed by
a comparison to locally created data. Such a comparison is an intrinsic data-based grounding
because local mapping is, in part, similar to remote mapping and the resulting data is stored
in the OSM database in both cases. The grounding also exposes extrinsic characteristics,
because the common knowledge of local and remote mappers are different, and the contexts
of the creation process are thus different too [18]. The quality of remotely created data can be
improved by conveying local knowledge to remote mappers, for example, by region-specific
mapping instructions for typical features of the area of interest [44].
Table 3: Quality measures in the example of Section 5.2
Measure Intrinsic and extrinsic Classification by ontology
comparison of remotely and locally created
data
intrinsic/extrinsic data-based grounding
comparison to the perception of flooding at
one’s own place of residence
extrinsic perception-based grounding
The creation of data often involves different sensors, for example, GPS devices and aerial
images on computers, but human perception is one of the main sources of information.
Local mappers use, for example, their visual perception of the surrounding environment
and interpret the perception in the context of local knowledge about the area. It is such
knowledge that enables the local mapper to, for example, identify a particular object as a
roundhouse. Knowledge of a local mapper can also include personal experience of previous
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disaster events, which is a valuable source of information within disaster management. A
mapper may, for example, identify areas of risks like flooding. Such information can be
used to complement authoritative data and data gained by established technical methods.
In contrast to technical methods like the detection of flooding by aerial imagery, personal
experience provides information about the person’s awareness of the risks and is thus clearly
subjective. It is of high importance to assess the quality of such information gained from
personal experience due to this subjectivity. Consider, for example, data about the awareness
of flood risk. Such data can be collected by asking local people to indicate their perception
of flood risk at their place of residence, as well as to indicate their perception of flood risk in
the entire district. One may assume that the perception of flood risk is more accurate at a
person’s own place of residence because the person’s own property is affected. Given that
this assumption holds, the quality of the data gained by the perception of flood risk in the
district can be assessed by a comparison to the data at the person’s place of residence [45],
which is an example of a perception-based grounding (Figure 3; Table 3).
6 Evaluation of the ontology
We have introduced an ontology of quality measures in the preceding sections, and we have
discussed how the ontology applies to practical examples. This section is dedicated to an
evaluation of the ontology. There exists a multiplicity of quality measures for OSM data, yet
a detailed and meaningful classification in respect to the grounding of the data is missing in
literature. We demonstrate that the ontology indeed yields a meaningful classification of
quality measures in the case of OSM data (Table 4), by providing a good overview over the
different types of quality measures and by identifying missing types of quality measures.
The creation of Table 4 incorporates a selection of quality measures for OSM data, a
selection which influences the result of the evaluation of the ontology. In order to make
this selection comprehensible and more reproducible, we focus only on these measures
that are well documented in the scientific literature. Measures that are only used by the
OSM community are, for example, not considered. More specifically, we have only included
publications and measures that meet the following criteria:
• The publication has either been listed in Google Scholar before June 1, 2017, or the
publication is provided in the references of an article that meets the other criteria and
has been listed in Google Scholar before June 1, 2017.
• The publication is either published as a journal article, as a conference paper or as a
book chapter.
• We have full-text access to the publication, which is why we excluded theses in general.
• The publication clearly refers to “OpenStreetMap” or “OSM” in combination with
“data quality,” “fitness for purpose,” or similar terms either in the title, the abstract,
or among the keywords. In addition, review articles were also included if they refer
to “volunteered geographic information” or “VGI” instead of “OpenStreetMap” or
“OSM.”
• If a measure has been published by the same author in very similar publications, we
have only included it once.
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Table 4: Examples of quality measures for OpenStreetMap data.
perception-based
grounding
extrinsic
comparison to the perception of experts [18]
comparison to a survey of roads by photogrammetric methods [11]
data-based
grounding
intrinsic
comparison of data at different points in time to assess consis-
tency [36]
comparison to data in the neighborhood to assess thematic qual-
ity [63]
extrinsic
comparison to other data, among them official survey data, expert
data, and proprietary data, to assess completeness, spatial accuracy,
and thematic accuracy [3, 10, 13, 19, 20, 23, 28, 33, 37, 38, 40, 46, 51, 61]
grounding in
processed data
intrinsic –
extrinsic assessing completeness of the road network by comparison of rout-
ing results to Google Maps [57]
grounding in
rules/patterns/
knowledge
intrinsic
logical consistency [28]
logical consistency for landuse [5]
plausibility [1]
saturation principle as an indicator for completeness: generally [55],
and of roads [5]
absolute number of points of interests (POIs) as an indicator for the
completeness of the data [5]
conceptual quality [2, 4]
geometric and thematic lineage [2, 61]
thematic completeness for house numbers [5]
spatial accuracy of roads: number of contributors as an indicator for
data quality (Linus’ law) [34]
patterns in the mapping behavior relate to data quality [6, 32, 43, 52]
patterns in the tagging behavior relate to data quality [50, 57]
extrinsic
plausibility in regards to spatial relations that are derived from our
conceptualization of the environment [61]
providing tagging guidance by OSM editor [15, 63]
• Only measures that are explained in detail in one of these publications have been
included. The measures were, however, not filtered by its quality, because the quality
of a data quality measure is hard to formalize and measure.
Based on the above criteria, the process of selecting these publications and data quality
measures contained within can be described as a systematic literature review.
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How should some quality measure practically be classified? Each measure compares one
or more alternative groundings to the “given” interpretation2 of the data. It is this alternative
grounding which is classified according to the ontology, but a classification often cannot be
made without a doubt. The assessment of the number of contributors, for example, can be
seen as an indicator for data quality. This measure could be classified as a comparison to an
intrinsic grounding in a rule (the rule can be derived by the analysis of the OSM data itself)
or it could be classified as a comparison to an extrinsic grounding in a rule (the rule can be
derived by considerations independent of the actual OSM data). Similar issues seem, in fact,
to arise for most of the groundings in rules, patterns, or knowledge. Another ambiguous
example is the assessment for logical consistency. It could be classified as a comparison to a
data-based grounding or to a grounding in a rule, because a comparison to the entire dataset as
well as to some formal rules of logic are incorporated. Also this issue can be seen as being
very typical, because almost every grounding incorporates some basic logic. Conceptual
quality of a dataset can be measured by a grounding in rules, patterns, or knowledge. Even
if the quality can be measured intrinsically, as different examples demonstrate [2, 4, 49], the
assessment also incorporates our conceptualization, which refers to the environment and is
thus of extrinsic nature. Finally, ambiguity also arises when a measure refers to several data
sources.
One can face ambiguity in several ways when classifying quality measures, but as
ambiguity is an inherent characteristic of data quality measures, it cannot be avoided. This
applies not only to our ontology but also to other ones, for example, Frank’s ontology
of data quality [25] and ISO 19157 [39]. In fact, measures often examine combinations of
different aspects of data quality. As an example, the comparison to a reference dataset often
reveals positional and thematic accuracy as well as completeness, etc. In the classification of
the quality measures in Table 4, we have assigned only one class to each measure, which
makes the table less complex. In cases where several classes apply to a measure, the most
suitable one has been chosen. Some articles occur more than once in Table 4 because they
describe more than one measure. The issue of choosing one class remains though often a
gradual one, as can be seen in the following example: Canavosio-Zuzelski et al. [11] assess
the road network represented within OSM data by a comparison to aerial stereo imagery.
This comparison, regarded as a quality measure, can be classified as an extrinsic data-based
grounding (data is recorded), and also as a perception-based grounding (it refers to another
method of perception). The measure fits into both classes, but relying on a different way of
perception seems to be more important because this increases the chance to detect errors.
The classification of the quality measures in Table 4 evaluates several aspects, the quality
and the usefulness of the ontology as well as the evaluation of the selection of measures.
Several qualities of ontologies and taxonomies have been discussed by Fernández et al. [21]
and Burton-Jones et al. [9]. Among these qualities are a meaningful scope and a uniform
granularity. If suitable examples exist for each class, the scope of the ontology fits to the scope
of the examined selection of quality measures. If the number of examples for each class are
about equal, the granularity of the ontology fits to the granularity of the examined selection.
These two aspects demonstrate that the usefulness of the ontology and the evaluation of
the selection of measures relate. In the case of a class to which very few or very many
2A quality measure can only assess the quality of an interpretation of the data, not of the data itself, because
data only becomes meaningful when being interpreted. While there is no “given” interpretation of data in general,
we assume a fixed natural interpretation of the data in the context of this evaluation.
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of the measures in Table 4, classified according to the
grounding-based ontology.
measures are assigned, the meaningfulness of the class needs to be assessed independently.
The frequency distribution of the measures is depicted in Figure 4.
Two of the main classes contain considerably more measures than the other two classes
in Table 4. There exist sixteen data-based groundings and twenty-one groundings in
rules/patterns/knowledge, whereas only two perception-based groundings and one ground-
ing in processed data are listed. As most of the measures classified as groundings in
rules/patterns/knowledge are intrinsic (eighteen measures), the majority of measures rely
on data. Measures that rely on the perception of the environment or on processed data are in
the minority. This unequal distribution could be interpreted as a weakness of the ontology
but can easily be explained in terms of the selection. The class of intrinsic groundings in
rules, patterns, or knowledge, for example, is the one that most measures are assigned
to. One of the reasons might be that intrinsic measures are very efficient because they
only rely on the data itself. Research focuses broadly on such intrinsic methods, and the
intrinsic measures that are grounded in rules, patterns, or knowledge are, accordingly,
very diverse (Table 4). This is in contrast to a comparison to existing data (often reference
datasets), because such a comparison needs much less effort than a new perception of the
environment, or than a comparison to processed data. The class of extrinsic data-based
groundings is, accordingly, the one that the second-most measures are assigned to. This is
not by chance either. Many articles introduce intrinsic measures, which are then usually
assessed by an extrinsic data-based measure, because a comparison to reference data seems
to suggest itself for this purpose. Many of these data-based measures are, accordingly, very
similar or even identical.
Only a minority of measures rely on the perception of the environment, or on processed
data, as previously discussed. The perception and the processed data are closer to the
environment (Figure 1), which can be seen as follows. First, we perceive the environment,
which results in raw data. Then, we use the raw data to build a dataset, for example, the
dataset that is to be examined. This dataset, or a comparable one, can be processed again,
usually with the purpose to allow for an action in the environment. As an example, we
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perceive the environment through using aerial images and add new information to the OSM
dataset. Routing algorithms can utilize OSM data in order to compute routes, which is
an example of processed data. These route instructions can, in turn, afford the navigation
to the desired place in the environment. Aerial images and routing instructions are thus
closer to the environment than OSM data in the sense that they are directly related to the
environment either by perception or by actions. It has been argued before that the easier
accessibility of OSM data compared to the perception and processed data might be a reason
for the dominance of data-based measures. Despite this dominance, examples of measures
exist for the other classes, apart from measures using an intrinsic grounding in processed
data.
Measures that rely on perception or on processed data are underrepresented in the
literature, despite being closer to the environment. Processed data like route instructions
usually reflects a certain purpose, because they are mostly created with the intention to give
rise to an action in the environment. A measure that is grounded in processed data can thus
be expected to optimally afford the assessment of the fitness for purpose. A comparison of
route instructions generated by one algorithm using different datasets might, for example,
offer valuable clues about how fit the datasets are for navigation tasks. In contrast, measures
relying on perception contain maximal information about the environment and can be
expected to depend less on a purpose. Such measures are thus useful for assessing data
quality independent of a certain purpose.
The evaluation shows two major findings. First, measures exist in most classes, and very
different measures can easily be distinguished by their classification, which demonstrates
that the ontology is of a suitable granularity. The class of measures that are intrinsically
grounded in rules, patterns, or knowledge contains many different measures though, which
can be further classified by ISO 19157 [39] according to which aspects they assess. Secondly,
the ontology provides a view on ongoing research areas and reveals potential future research
areas: the examination of existing and development of new measures that are grounded in
the perception of the environment; in rules, patterns, or knowledge that has been derived
by our perception of the environment; or in processed data.
7 Conclusion
We examined why data quality measures work; that is, what information measures use to
assess the quality of data. The used information provides an alternative grounding of the
data, which potentially refers to the environment in a different way than the original ground-
ing. This, in turn, sheds light on the quality of the data. Different types of such alternative
groundings have been identified and set into context, which resulted in a grounding-based
ontology. The ontology has been critically evaluated in the context of OpenStreetMap data.
The processes of perceiving the environment, creating datasets, and processing these in
order to afford an action in the environment have been discussed in the context of how data
quality measures can be grounded. This chain of processes could be examined with a much
finer granularity, as is done, among others, in Frank’s data quality ontology. These smaller
“steps” cause different types of error, which can be assessed in different ways and using
different groundings. Future work may discuss the characteristics of these smaller steps
and argue which classes of measures are, according to the grounding-based ontology, most
suitable for assessing each of these steps with respect to data quality. These smaller steps
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may, in particular, involve very essential concepts of geographical information like scale
and level of detail, granularity, uncertainty, etc. How do these concepts relate to different
groundings, and how can quality be assessed in respect to these concepts?
Intrinsic data quality measures only refer to data that has been created in a similar way
as the data to assess. While intrinsic measures seem to lack an alternative grounding because
they do not refer to additional information, they cannot exist without such a grounding—
data quality cannot be assessed without comparing different groundings. Future research
may examine intrinsic measures in more detail to gain insights about which presumptions
are implicitly made and which alternative groundings are implicitly used.
The evaluation revealed that in literature only very few data quality measures that rely
on perception or on processed data have been discussed. In particular, there exists a lack of
data quality measures that compare processed data despite the common aim to assess the
fitness for purpose in the context of applications. In fact, quality measures that are grounded
in processed data can be expected to deliver insightful results and strongly contribute to the
assessment of fitness for purpose. Future research may fill this gap and new measures may
be developed.
The grounding-based ontology can improve our understanding of how different data
quality measures correlate, and how they can mutually complement each other. In par-
ticular, a better understanding of how different measures contribute to the assessment of
a specific data quality dimension can be gained if the measures are classified according
to the grounding-based ontology in order to compare the involved groundings. How
can shortcomings of single measures be compensated by other measures? How can the
combination of two or more measures lead to stronger results of the quality assessment?
What can be followed from two similar measures resulting in contradicting findings? How
can the reliability of two measures be compared? Answers to such questions may lead
to the development of more sophisticated algorithms to automate quality assessment. In
addition, the questions may lead to a theory of how to describe and measure the quality of
data quality measures.
There exists a duality between the grounding-based ontology introduced in this article
and Frank’s data quality ontology, as has been argued. Furthermore, ISO 19157 has been
shown to complement the grounding-based ontology. Different ontologies about data
quality, fitness for purpose, and data quality measures have been discussed, but a more
thorough understanding of how these ontologies relate is still needed. Can these ontologies
be merged into a single ontology? Do these ontologies overlap? Can the duality between
the grounding-based ontology and Frank’s data quality ontology be formalized? These
questions may contribute to the comprehension of the issue of data quality and finally lead
to more elaborate definitions of data quality and fitness for purpose.
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